LAPTOPS & PCS REVIEWS

Toshiba Portege Z20t

SILENT, LONG-LASTING AND WITH DESIGN GEARED TOWARDS RELIABLE USEABILITY

A

nother Core M-based device lets
us see further evidence of its
advantages – and cons. Toshiba
is pitching the Portege Z20t as a business
device, but also hopes to sell them into
schools, so it’s a sturdily built device with
thoughtful features.
The fanless Core M CPU allows this
transformer to operate silently, and with
impressive battery life. Indeed, the battery
function is its most impressive feature.
Both the keyboard unit and tablet section pack a battery. When running with the
keyboard attached (and not connected to
the mains), it draws power first from the
keyboard battery, then the tablet battery

when that’s drained. Conversely, when
connected to the mains the tablet
battery is charged first. This, so you
always have the maximum possible charge
for tableting. On the tablet battery alone
9 hours of operation is possible, and an
impressive 17.5 hours with the keyboard.
On the downside, the Core-M’s fanless design creates a lot of heat, a trend
we’ve seen in all Core M devices so far. The
hotspot is on the right rear of the tablet –
exactly where your right hand falls. In gaming, spreadsheet and video tests it became
very warm indeed. Never painful, but still
distractingly warm.
The tablet-to-keyboard connector allows the tablet screen to be positioned facing backwards or forwards. Two large and
sturdy-looking metal lugs keep it in place.
It’s not as discrete as other connectors,
but looks to be the goods for maximum
durability and strength.
A big thumbs-up for the matte screen,
which shows up clearly even with bright
overhead office lights.
It’s available in three models (4 or 8GB

RAM, 128 or 256GB RAM), all with the same
Core M-5Y71 CPU, which scaled between
800MHz and 2.86GHz (of a 2.90GHz
maximum) in our testing. The dual-core
Core M can’t compete with an i5 or i7, and
for a similar price many i5 or i7 ultrabooks
beckon for your dollar. However, if a sturdy
and flexible design plus silence and battery
life are the priorities, it’s a very impressive
piece of kit.
Ben Mansill

KEY SPECS
$1672 - $2310 • www.toshiba.com.au
Intel Core M-5Y71 CPU • 4 or 8GB DDR3L RAM • 128 or
256GB SSD • 12.5in 1920x1080 touch screen • active digitiser
stylus • HDMI, 2xUSB 3, 10/100/1000 LAN • Kensington lock
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Lenovo Carbon X1
IT’S THE PORSCHE 911 GT3 OF THE LAPTOP WORLD

T

he review unit as supplied is the fullspec job, and in this guise it truly is a
supreme business machine. There’s
an all-encompassing aura of luxury about
the Carbon X1, which, in a world of nice
looking ultrabooks, sets the Carbon X1
above the rest. Like all ThinkPads (past
and present), there’s a wonderful fusion of
raw utility and premium styling.
There are four models available in the
all-new Carbon X1 range, from a 2.2GHz
non-touch 128GB version, to the full pack
of meat we’re testing today.
The $2669 pricetag is ballpark-average
for an ultrabook of this specification,
and that buys you a Core i7-5500U CPU
(up to 3GHz), 8GB RAM and a 256GB
SSD which is also Opal 2.0 compatible

(for better encryption). The
only serious disappointment
is that 8GB is the maximum
memory configuration. Aside from
the beautiful matt black finish,
the 14inch IPS screen is the star.
It’s razor sharp and its maximum
brightness is just right. Visibility is pretty
much perfect even from almost side-on,
and its boardroom or coffee table party
trick is being able to fold all the way flat, so
everyone can see.
It’s very thin, with a tapered design that
comes to a fine edge at the front (but
notably not a razor sharp wrist-cutter like
some) feels great to touch (not warm,
but not cold like most metal-cased
ultrabooks), almost silent – even under
load, and the keyboard has the best feel
of any I’ve tried in a year or more. Each
key has a soft and grippy surface, not
too grippy, mind you, but just right for
extended accurate typing. Matching it
is just about the best trackpad I’ve ever
used. It’s large, almost frictionless (a glass
surface, but somehow not hard and cold)
and the extra large buttons have an action

that’s just plain sexy, with a lush and
perfectly weighted movement.
If you want an ultrabook that’s going to
dazzle you every time you use it, and those
around you who set eyes upon it, but has
the performance and features to match its
fine appearance, then this is your new ride.
Ben Mansill

KEY SPECS
$2699 • www.lenovo.com/au/x1
Intel Core i7-5500U • 8GB DDR3L RAM • 256GB Opal 2.0
SSD • 14in 2560x1440 IPS touch screen • 2 x USB 3.0 (1 x
AlwaysOn), mic/headphone combo, ethernet extension
connector, Lenovo OneLink connector, HDMI, mDP
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